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45 is lying about 44 wiretap and here
is why.

My father was a Customs agent. I hate him. He says he owns me. Well

he does not. So I am coming forward with this explanation as to why 45

is lying.

My father lives in Arizona. He had a neighbor who apparently was

mentally ill and paranoid. This neighbor had gotten their hands on a

way to tap into and listen to neighbours land lines. Well my father did

not know this until the federal government told him his home was

being bugged.

Now my father was law

enforcement. So it would make sense the feds would figure out he was 

being bugged. But think about it. My father is in a town in Arizona not

DC where potentially everyone could be a spy or where there are allot

more secrets. And 45 was a celebrity running for Potus. He was running

for office so the feds did not have an eye on him?

DC the government would not let the Russian Embassy on

Massachusetts be an official embassy for a long time because it was in

line of sight of the White House making it easy for them to spy on us, or

that was the exuse. However it also could have been we were spying on

them. Either way, if the feds knew my father in Arizona was being

tapped, they would know if Trump Towers was tapped in New York.

Government employees do not all change with one President leaves and

another one comes on board. The people of America need to realize if

Obama had 45’s tower bugged people in the government would have
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figured it out. There were people who would have loved to have

discovered somethimg like that. They live to expose secrets. Think of all

the Russian allegations that have surfaced in the last year. Yet we are

just finding out now of this obvious lie.

There were people in DC who if they knew of wire tapping by 44 would

have ratted 44 out for it months ago. DC is a swamp with snakes in it.

One of the many reasons I left. In this case the snake is sitting in the

Oval. He is making stuff up to save his own face. He is not willing to

accept that the majority of people in this country really do not like him.
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